
TYLÖ SOFT SAUNA
ENJOY A SOFTER WARMTH



Soft Sauna, as soft on
your skin as it sounds.

Read more at
www.tylo.com



We call it Soft Sauna, the new “soft way”
of enjoying a sauna together. 

It is just as much a way of life as it is a technical sensation, and yet it takes up just a few square metres of 

space in your home. Invite your friends and family, select a therapeutic essential oil, let yourself be engulfed 

in the warmth and mildly heated steam, socialise and indulge together – let the benefits of Soft Sauna make 

an impression on your day.





75°-110° 45°-65° 35°-45°

A moment in the sauna, with lasting benefits.
Imagine having a family home spa with the resources of a professional spa in a space smaller than 1.3m2 

where you can relax together, exquisitely engulfed in steam and aromatic scents – and yet also be able to 

enjoy the relaxing dry heat of a traditional sauna. Choose the sauna cubicle and heater that suits you and the 

way you want your moment to be. A moment that stretches on and beyond. 

Enjoy softer warmth, your way. 

Our sauna heater is the heart and the key to how you can enjoy your home spa in several ways – exquisitely sur-

rounded by mildly heated steam and aromatic scents or traditionally in a relaxing dry sauna heat. Because how 

we want to enjoy our time in the sauna is a personal preference and depends on what we need at the moment, 

we designed our new combined sauna heater with a water tank and steam generator to handle all preferences. 

What’s your temperature?

Soft Sauna picks up where traditional saunas leave off.  Some people prefer a hot and quick sauna; others prefer to 

linger for a longer period in mild temperatures to enjoy a gentle steam and aromatic scents.  See here which tempe-

ratures and options are ideal for you and your moment.

TRADITIONAL SAUNA     STEAM BATH

20-30% humidity 40-65% humidity 100% humidity

SOFT SAUNA



Sauna Impression

Impression sauna

The Impression material kit includes: Thermally-insulated 
wall and ceiling sections, door section, fittings in aspen 
and heat-treated ash (dark), backrest, lighting, hygro-
meter/thermometer, aluminium floor frame, removable 
wooden blinds, corner and ceiling mouldings, vent and 
assembly hardware.

A sauna for a small bathroom.

Tylö’s new Impression sauna range takes up a minimal amount of space from as little as 1.3 m2. This sauna 

solution can include both a traditional sauna and a gentler steam sauna. It’s a revolution in home spa design, 

compact enough to fit in even a small bathroom.

The sauna cubicle comes complete with two sauna benches at different levels. The lacquered aluminium 

profiles of the frame conform to a registered design that ensures maximum versatility within the unique Tylö 

system. They simply clip together, so no screws are needed for assembly. The sleek lines of the design and 

the detachable jalousie are a joy to behold – and simplicity itself to clean.

The sauna benches are made of dark ash, heat-treated 
to withstand years of use in a sauna climate. The inside 
walls are clad in beautiful, knot-free, blonde aspen wood 
of the very highest quality.

Tylö sauna 1515/cTylö sauna i1313

Read more at
www.tylo.com



Combi heater

Natural Essential Oils

Combi 4 RC 
(Art. 6230 5000)
Heater for dry, traditional or steam sauna. Comes with 
separate electronic control panel for wall-mounted instal-
lation inside the sauna cubicle (max. 1 m above the floor) 
or at any height outside the sauna cubicle. 4 kW output. 
400 V (two-phase and neutral). For sauna cubicles mea-
suring 1.2-4.5 m3. Supplied complete with 2.5 m cable. 

Combi 6 RC
(Art. 6230 5049)
Same as Combi 4 RC. 6.6 kW output. For sauna cubicles 
measuring 4-8 m3. Supplied complete with 2.5 m cable 
and bracket for installing the control panel. 

Combi 8 RC
(Art. 6230 5069)
Same as Combi 6 RC, but with 8 kW output. For sauna 
cubicles measuring 6-12 m3.

Steam sauna at home.

Steam saunas are a variation on the traditional sauna concept that we warmly recommend. The difference is that 

you enjoy a steam sauna at a lower temperature, but with much higher humidity (up to 70%). In practice, this 

means a gentler, more relaxing bathing sensation. To enjoy the relaxing properties of a steam sauna at home, 

simply choose a Tylö Combi heater. It’s the perfect choice for all types of sauna bathing – dry, wet, or in clouds of 

soothing steam. Enhance the experience with the fragrance of natural herbs or liquid essences.

The heater is now available with Tylö’s new sleek h-series control panel that features the convenient touch control. 

Hang the control panel on a wall inside or outside your sauna.

Natural essential oils – a journey into your senses. 

Let nature’s own ingredients pamper your body, your soul and your senses. Tylö’s exclusive, natural and concentrated 

essential oils are made to satisfy your immediate needs through their aromas and concentrations. Add a few drops to 

the water, sprinkle over the hot stones, take a deep, calm breath and start to explore your senses. The positive effects 

of aroma therapy are invigorating both inside and out, and provide a holistic experience for both body and soul.

Holistically packaged, our oils offer a selection 
of aromas for every moment.

Sauna heater with associated control panel (excl. sauna stones)

Read more at
www.tylo.com

Read more at
www.tylo.com
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